HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
instigation of the conspirators.    They   subjugated the fort   of
Chenji and secured for themselves a strong asylum. On learning
this news the Wazlr  issued  an   order to   Haznit-i-A1a   com-
manding him to send his r rmy to lay siege to Chenji and to be
actively engaged in preserving that district in such a way as to
prevent any succour coming from the port of Phulcheri to the
besieged.    Accordingly Hazrat-i-Alfi   sent   Muhammad Ahrar
Khan,   his   bakhshl^   with   a   well-equipped army.    The  Khan
obeyed the order, surrounded the fort of ChenjT, and blockaded
the entrances on all sides, so that it   became impossible for the
besieged to get anything, even a straw-blade.    The Khan went
ahead of the troops which conveyed provisions  from the forts
of Phulcheri and Tiruvati,  and charged them; only  very few
ran away for their lives,   leaving their beasts of burden to be
looted,   escaped   the   hands   of   death   and reached Tiruvati.
One   of   the   companions   of Muhammad   Abrar  Khan,   by
name   Mnzaffar,   a   Mughal of   Turaiii origin, displayed his
braver}' in that battle; single-handed, he slew forty Frenchmen;
thus the sharpness of his merciless sword came out of this test,
and he himself attained the   rank of a martyr.    On learning
this the instigators were perturbed and despaired of their stay
at the fort of   Chenji.    So  they   devised a new   plan.    They
caused   in   the   mind of the Wazlr a fear that the forces at
Chingleput would attack the temple of KanjI which was like a
fort, and constrained  him to issue a strict order commanding
the forces of Hazrat-i-Ala to protect KanjI, in spite of the fact
that Hazrat-i-Ala submitted with clear arguments his necessity
for the army.    Our helpless Hazrat-i-Ala recalled Muhammad
Abrar Khan from Chenji, and sent him to KanjI reinforced by
his own forces.   Hazrat-i-Ala was thus left alone with his own
the French, and the loss of this fortress awakened Nasir Jang at last to a
sense of the seriousness of the situation. For details of the exploits of the
capture of this famous fortress, see Orme, Vol. I, pages 151-2; Malleson's
History of the French in India, new edition and M. Martineau's Dupleix et /'
Inde Francaise, YoLIII, pp. 134-8.
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